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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

Faculty Senate upset
over secrecy of new job
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor

JOHN BATES/Staff photographer

Splish splash
A construction worker sprays hay alongside the new road between the Taylor Hall
parking lot and the University Apartments parking lot Tuesday.

Faculty Senate members Wednesday
were upset because they were uninformed
about the addition of a $70,000
administ{lltive position to office of business
affairs.
The search committee for the position of
the assistant vice president for business
affairs was deemed only a business affairs
matter at the August 26 senate meeting by
Eastern President David Jorns.
"If Faculty Senate is only concerned with
academic affairs then the question remains
why the committee (members) are all from
academic affairs," senate member Anne
Zahlan said. "We are concerned with the
business running of the university."
The search committee members include;
Thomas Hawkins, director of off-campus
and contract programs in the School of
Adult and Continuing Education; Kim
Furumo, director of budgeting; Linda
Coffey, assistant bursar; Jim Nant~..
administrative assistant; Stephen Lane~
personnel officer; Thomas Hiett, assistant
director of computer services; Bill
Schnackel, director of housing and dining
services; and Cynthia Nichols, director of

Weidner: Faculty
worrying too soon
By·QEANA.POQLJ;

Adiniilistrati.on editor
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Faculty Senate members were told
Tuesday that their concerns regarding
the Garfield Pedestrian Mall proposal
were premature.
Ted Weidner, director of facilities
planning and management, responded
via. e-mail to concerns expressed by
senate members last week regarding the
elimination of parking spaces and safety
hazards which may occur in conjunction
with the closing of Garfield Avenue.
Gail Richard, Faculty Senate chair,

See FACULTY page 2
affirmative action and cultural diversity.
In a statement from Chair of the Search
Committee Bob Wayland, he said Olsen
wants the position filled by the first of

See SENATE page 2

English department chair retires
after 28 years with the university
Quivey well liked by administrators, faculty
By NICOLE MEINHEIT

Quivey
said his work
Staff writer
with
the
In 1898 William M. Evans
English
became the first hired faculty
• department
has been his
member as well as first hired
m o s t
department head at Eastern.
enjoyable
of
His six years at the university '-------~
began a legacy that still exists
James Quivey his years at
Eastern.
101 ye~ later.
· Evans was the first of eight
"English has always been
English department heads in very central to the university
Eastern's history. The eighth, education," Quivey said.
Dana Ringuette, became "English does a lot of faculty
department head last month after hiring and faculty hiring is the
James Quivey retired. He had most important part of the
been with Eastern since 1969, chair's job."
One of the changes Quivey
and became chair of the English
said he has seen during his
department in 1974.
The length of Quivey's tenure administration has been the
has proven very beneficial to the increasing integration of
English department because of technology into classroom
his strength as an administrator, instruction.
Quivey will remain at Eastern
said English professor William
D. Miller, who has worked at through October to help with the
transition and help organize
Eastern since 1963.
''A chairman has to have a lot department records. Afterward
of talent, especially a chair he will go on a six month
person of a large department," administrative leave with his.
Miller said. "(A chair) has to be official retirement in late April.
"I'm old enough to retire,"
able to solve a lot of really
difficult problems and (Quivey) Quivey said. "And I'm
has excelled in his abilities to physically tired."
Both Miller and Randall
run the department."

Beebe, an associate professor of
English, said Ringuette is doing
a good job as the new chair.
However, she will face some
challenges, Miller said .
"I just think for anybody
coming into a department as
large as we are ... it would be a
challenge," Beebe said.
The process for naming
English department heads has
been modified since Quivey
began at Eastern, he said.
Quivey was voted into his
position by English department
faculty twice before the job
became an appointed position
with department approval.
"I think the department is
kind of united in our
wholehearted fondness for him,"
Beebe said.
After October, Quivey plans
on remaining in Charleston
while his wife continues to work
in the area. He said he is looking
forward to doing some reading
he has been putting off and
spending more time outdoors.
Before coming to Eastern,
Quivey was assistant director of
composition at Northern Illinois
University, where he earned his
Ph.D.

JOHN BATES/Staff photographer

All work and no play...
Adam Rajterowski, a junior computer management major, studies for an
accounting exam Tuesday in the Coleman Hall Courtyard.
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Military school suspends coed
LEXINGTON, Va. (AP) - Just
weeks after enrolling its first coed
class, the Virginia Military Institute
suspended a female cadet for a year
for striking a male upperclassman.
The incident occurred after
classes had begun, VMI said
Tuesday.
The military college would not
release details of the offense or
identify the young woman or the

FACULTY

ing to sexual harassment, VMI
spokesman Mike Strickler said the
circumstances were "nothing out of
the ordinary."
The cadet was one of the first 30
women to attend the 158-year-old
college, which enrolled its first
coed class last month after the
Supreme Coun ruled in 1996 that it
could not be both state-supported
and all-male.
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relayed Weidner's message during
the senate meeting.
Weidner said it was "too early
to say how many spaces might be
lost or added"·until the Booth
Library renovation is complete.
Weidner also said "since there
is no design and no funding, it
was premature to talk to the parking committee."
...
The senate also questioned
whether campus buildings would
remain accessible by emergency
vehicles if Garfield Avenue was
closed.
Weidner said "access would be

SENATE

man she was convicted of hitting.
The student was suspended after
her case was heard by the school's
executive committee Monday and
the penalty was approved by VMI
Superintendent Josiah Bunting.
"I hate to lose any of our cadets
... but our system does not tolerate
any cadet striking another,"
Bunting said in a statement.
Asked if the woman was react-

W'ELCOME BACK

The Depot Clothing Pantry Thrift '1 Outreach
wishes to thank these organizations for
their help in the 1996·97 year.
We look forward to 1997·98!

maintained" and the design would
be given to the Charleston Fire
Department for approval.
The million-dollar fiscal 1999
capital project, which awaits funding approval by the Board of
Trustees, would eliminate Garfield
Avenue and replace it with a service road. The Council on
University Planning and Budget
members ranked the project as a
last priority, said James Tidwell,
faculty senate vice chair.
Hal Nordin, senate member and
member of the parking committee,
said there has been no. history of

pedestrian accidents on Garfield
Avenue.
In other senate business:
The senate was notified the
presidential search will be chaired
by a member of the Board of
Trustees and the target date for
compiling a search committee is
March of 1998.
The senate was told the advertisement for the position for the
vice president for academic affairs
has been released.
The senate also will solicit topic
ideas for a faculty forum to be
held this fall.

frompageone ~;:im,..,.,.__,.,,.,.,....,""mtt...1u........,...11!!!..,:au'"''"""'"''"'"""'·~""'.....-"""'""""""'*l!""i""w""·-""""""""-"'"''-n
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tion," Richard said. "We need to
October or November.
Senate Chair Gail Richard said clarify where faculty involvement
when she talked to Jorns and needs to be and when it's not gerMorgan Olsen, vice president for mane."
The assistant vice president for
business affairs, they did not
know the Faculty Senate business affairs position will
Constitution states they are to be replace the position of administranotified of any major administra- tive assistant for business affairs,
formerly held by Suzanne
tive addition.
'.':rhey...said. they i were· 11ot aware . Ashmore ..
Jhat this WA$:..a~vioJatiAn.PCJha.t it ~ .,Richard said..Olsensaid the.Jorwas a position the Faculty Senate mer Board of Governors transshould .be made aware of," ferred funds to each campus.
Richard said the funds were
Richard said.
She also said she did not see absorbed by academic affairs and
assistant vice president for busi- will be added to the salary of the
ness affairs to be a major position. former administrative assistant.
'Tm wondering why this one
"There is no expansion of perhas become an issue," Richard sonnel money," Richard said.
said. "I don't see an assistant vice
Senate members John Allison
president as a major administra- and Lankford Walker circulated a
tive position."
memorandum regarding an apparOlsen reported to Richard the ent misunderstanding Jorns had
salary of the new position will be regarding. the senate's role in
between $70,000 and $80,000, shared governance.
depending on the person's qualifi"At the Aug. 26 meeting of the
Faculty Senate, President Jorns
cations.
"A salary in the 70s (thou- stated his opinion that the Faculty
sands), doesn't sound like a small Senate's scope of information and
position to me," Zahlan said.
discussion is restricted to the area
Richard said she will clarify the of academic affairs. Since that
administrative level of the posi- time, the President has evidently
tion and report back to the senate communicated his misunderstandnext week.
ing to other members of the cam"I think that what we have to pus community, a misunderstanddo is clarify the level of this posi- ing which, if not corrected, will

impede the senate's access to
information, discussion of business and advice to the President,"
the memo stated.
Richard said she would forward
their concerns to Joms.
Allison questioned whether the
search would involve open oncampus interviews.
· •:1 don't know that with this
level of position one (on-campus),
is necessary," Richard said.
Allison said the Internal
Governing Policy also provides
for the university community the
chance to interview the candidates.
Eastern President David Jorns
said he did not know whether the
search will include open interviews.
"Usually we have a level of
open interviews that would
accommodate the community,"
Joms said.
A national search to fill the
new position was advertised in the
university newsletter on June 26.
The committee began reviewing
applications on July 23.
The assistant vice president
will be responsible for Eastern's
risk management program, collective marketing, business affairs
planning and budgeting process
and assist in managing budgets.
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Turkish rug causes commotion
Alumnus
donation gone
from Union
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor
The whereabouts of a large
Turkish rug that hung in the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union has led to the
circulation of a petition for its
return amongst retired faculty
members.
The rug was donated by the
late Chenault Kelly to Eastern.
Kelly had attended Eastern from
elementary to her college education and graduated in 1925 with
a teachers certificate. She taught
English at the university for 21
years.
The university took the rug
down so repairs could be made
to it. It was approximately 12
feet by 18 feet in diameter.
"It is carefully wrapped and in
storage because it was . falling
down," said Shirley Stewart,
; dir~tO! :pt Jt~nt ;$eh-1ct.s ;iitd
• plannirig . and pfacement: "It was
tearing at the top.
"At this point we are looking
into having it cleaned and the

proper backing replaced," Tuesday Eastern President David
Stewart said.
Jorns and Jill Nilsen, special
Stewart said the university is assistant to the president, plan to
going to have a curator examine draft a letter of explanation and
the rug to estimate the cost of the meet with the petitioners. She
cleaning and the repairs to the
special backing.
' ' We're looking at devel"We're looking at developing
oping a fund-raising
a fund-raising effort so we can
effort so we can get it
get it cleaned and repaired so it
cleaned and repaired so it
doesn't continue to deteriorate,"
doesn't continue to deterioStewart said.
rate."
She said the university plans
to putting the rug back up after it
-Shirley Stewart,
is cleaned and repaired.
director of student
Cleaning alone for the rug was
services and planning
estimated to cost at least $540 at
and placement
the Persian Rug Center in
m
·-· 1n"r:.Es.;
Springfield. The cost of repairs also said Joms said there is not a
and other work on the rug would budget provision for the repair,
have to be established after look- but if money is left over, he will
ing at it, according to a store rep- commit to the project.
resentative.
McColl recalled how Kelly
The petitioners hoped the rug found the rug at a second hand
would be refurbished and rehung furniture store in Charleston.
in the union.
"She spied the rug rolled up in
"We hope this will happen," the comer of the store," McColl
said retired English teacher said. Kelly then asked the store
Francis W. McColl. "I thought it owner how much the rug cost,
added a great deal of beauty to she said. The owner didn't even
the union. It also added a cross bother to unroll the rug, ·and
cultural tone and a historical offered Kelly a reasonable price,
tode . .,.
she said.
"Many admired it and (it)
It wasn't until she arrived
would be missed," she said.
home that she realized the size of
Gail Richard, Faculty Senate the rug and later donated it to the
chair, told senate members university, McColl said. ·
~.

COLINLAN ING/Staff photographer
A brick pillar looks as if it's about to collapse after a dgarbage truck
backed into it about two weeks ago:

Misdialed, hang-up 911 calls have created h_
avOc with UPD
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor

Department.
misdialed, he said.
When students returned to
Sweet said for each call that is
school during the first weekend, made but hung up on, 911 disThe
University
Police 185 on-campus calls to the 911 patchers have to attempt to reach
Department is advising students to number were recorded as being the caller and send a police officer
"'"~~e Cl!ution.Jo. av,?i_d ._arc~~e.pt~l~ ·"' ~ung uy pbon_~f:all~: .
, ,, .
to the residence if the number is
;G1a'tlnf~111 wtien chalmg Off-cam-· .
Sweet said the probleQJ.dS ' busy.
pus phone numbers.
believed to have been caused by
"We have to establish voice conMost of the problems with mis- students dialing outside of the 217 tact to establish that there's not an
dialed numbers occurred early on area code and accidentally dialing emergency," said Toni Niles, actthis semester, said Lt. Farris Sweet an extra one. The students often ing director of the agency which
of the University Police hang up without explaining they administers 911 to Coles County.

Sweet and Niles both said students do not have to" worry about
getting in trouble should they accidentally dial 911.
"If students misdial · 911 they
should just tell the operator. Tm
sorry .I called the wmng number'
and hang up," Sweet said.
"If it's not malicious, it's not
something they'd have to worry
about."
Niles said the number of calls

··and hang~ups _has reduced since
the sy~tem opened, but the methods by which on-campus students
-dial .out
it will likely continue to be somewhat of a problem.
.·. ". S.tudents.whntcy,_,to.dial .the old
. on-<.:ampus· emergency .number
will be immediately directed to
911, Sweet said.
The 911 system for Coles
Com~ty was first opened in March,
Niles said.·
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Paparazzi have ·obs because of the public
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New minor.ity-student
committee's actions
must mirror planning
The Minority Student Affairs Committee looks
.l great as a proposal on paper, but the implementation of the program will be the true test of its success.
In order to prove this committee will be beneficial
- and not just in name alone - the Student Senate
must hold the committee members accountable for
the promises that have brought the proposal this far.
Johnetta Jones, the director of minority affairs,
said if the committee is
established, it should actually do something.
""";'""""''""'"'''""''''''"'""""'"''""~'''""'.,.,...,,.,.w.,,,.
According to Liz
Halbert, the author of the proposal, the committee
will focus on minority recruitment and connecting
minori_ty life on campus to the senate, working with
representatives from the Gateway Program and from
the offices of Minority Student Affairs, Student
Life/Greek Affairs, Admissions and Orientation.
· Tlie "senate-may·pass~ffi1s piopasat follight."rt ii
does, it must remember that it is ultimately responsible for the actions of the committee and for overseeing the implementation of the goals Halbert has set
for the committee in the first year or so:
•To have a list of minority recruiters available in
the Office of Admissions. For example, if a Latino
high school student is on campus for a tour, she can
have a Latino Eastern student available at any time
of the day to tell her about life as a Latino at
Eastern.
• To ensure that orientation leaders are trained to
discuss diverse cultural issues with potential students.
•To take part in open houses and in minority
recruitment receptions, events the senate needs to
participate in anyway.
•To assess the relationship between minorities and
the police on campus, beginning with a survey of
minority students taken last year by Minority
Student Affairs.
• To set periodic meetings with Student Life,
Min01ity Student Affairs, Gateway, Orientation and
Admissions.
• ~nd to keep the senate informed on the activities
ofmino1ity student groups that want representation.
This committee has the potential to be very beneficial to minority recruitment and to life as a minori ty on campus - if its members stick to the plan and
stay active. The senate must ensure this if it wants to
add a committee mere months after overhauling and
downsizing its committee structure.

ur princess is gone and there'
enough to warrant renting the
only one group to blame, th
"The people's
home next door to her in hopes of
paparazzi. Right? Wrong.
snapping a couple of shots.
I do not condone what thes
obsession
Several celebrities have escalatphotographers have done. In fac
with celebrities ed to the point that paparazzi will
they e mbarrass most people i
is not the
do nearly anything for photos.
journalism with the sleazy way
Among them are Madonna,
they follow famous people and go REAGAN BRANHAM
direct cause
Michael Jackson, Elizabeth Taylor,
to extreme lengths to take phooif Princess
Pitt and, of course, Diana.
tographs.
Regular columnist
Some of these stars, coordinated
Dl·ana 's death." by Tom Selleck, are getting togethWhile most journalists and phoer to make some fundamental
tographers are not just out to make
a buck, the few who are seem to •-'"wm"*''"'"'""""'"'-"'"'""'"~'"'''w""""'"""""'-'""''c'"'~""""""'"""""''""" changes with the tabloid press.
Selleck is calling for stricter libel and privacy laws.
outweigh those who are hard working and try to be professional and ethical.
One state has proposed a law that would require photograHowever, I also do not completely blame the photogra- phers to stay at least 15 feet away from their subjects.
phers. They may have acted unethically and caused a lot of
Selleck also suggested the public begin taking action by
harm, but they also have been following professional athletes, boycotting tabloid magazines such as The Globe and the
singers and other stars for years. They may be at the bottom National Enquirer.
of the ethical pool, but these photographers are enterprising.
Although the paparazzi do have a responsibility to the jourTake for example the nude pictures of Brad Pitt.
nalism profession and to the public to act responsibly, the
Three photos of Pitt in various poses, completely naked, urge can be overwhelming to make money from these photos.
have been floating around the Internet for quite a while. Over
The people's obsession with celebrities is not the direct
the summer, Playgirl magazine got its hands on these photos cause of Princess Diana's death; however, the public can do
and published them in the magazine.
something to see that it does not happen again and to send a
Only after a fuss was raised by Pitt were the magazines message to the media.
recalled.
Do not buy magazines that buy photos from paparazzi. Do
The Playgirl with Pitt naked is now worth $100. Talk about not watch the television shows that follow celebrities around,
a rise in demand overnight.
possibly verging on stalking them.
With public demand that high for photos, who can blame
Keep in mind it is the public keeping the paparazzi in busithe photographers for taking extreme measures to get those ness. What they are doing may be unethical, but it is also
pictures?
profitable.
Also, the public has been waiting for months to see
When public demand for photos, videos and stories about
Madonna's baby girl. She has kept her child under such tight celebrities decreases, so will the demand for people to stalk
the celebrities and break laws to get the information.
concealment that so far nobody has gotten to photograph her.
However, photographers have been renting the home next - Reagan Branham is a weekly columnist and man.aging edidoor to Madonna in hopes of getting a glimpse of her child.
tor for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
The public's demand to see Madonna's baby is high curlb4@pen.eiu.edu.
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''today's
I will not steep my speech in lies;
the test of any man lies in action.
-Pindar,
Greek lyric poet (c. 518 - 438 B.C.)
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Homosexual rapes in
prison become more
serious with AIDS
Apparently the sexual scenes depicted in Stephen King's 'The Shawshank
Redemption.. hold some truth to what it
is really like serving a prison sentence.
And not only did a rape victim lose
hi s pride whi le in .prison . He will also
lose his li fe .
Michael Blucker said he contracted
the AIDS virus during repeated rapes he
suffered whi le serving time in Menard
Correction Center in Chester
!\low Blucker, wh0 was convicted oi'
burg lary anu auto the ft in 1992. has
fi led a federal suit bcc au ~e hL' claim'.> the
guards knc'A· about the assaults and did
noth ing to help him.
This occun·ence is a tragedy which
could have been prevented with the use
o f con siste nt HIV testing within the
prison as well as proper guard protection.
The fact that Buckley committed bur-

your
glary and now has to pay for it with his
life is a disgrace to correctional facilities
in Illinois.
Whether priso ners want to be tested
or not, HIV checkups should be given
as often as possible to monitor the condition of the inmates. especially in cases
when it is known that homosexual rapes
are occuJTing within the prison walls.
If it is found that inmates are HIV
positi ve. they should be moved to their
own cells and away from the area where
HIV-negative prisoners reside .
So fa r. state Re p. Ca l Sk inne r. }{Crystal Lake. has tried unsuccessfull y
to pass legislation requi1i ng segregation
of HI V-positive inmate s and grc arer
protection for victims of prison sexual
assaults. It is true these men are being
puni shed for crimes they commi tted ,
whether it be burglary or even murder.
But pri son g uards do not have the
right to allow such activities to occur
simply because they think the prisoners

might have it corning.
The courts give death sentences. not
prison guards. And if the prison guards
did in fact know thi s man was being
raped by people who could be HIV positive. the guards are just as guilty as the
inmates thev oversee .
- This ediu;rial appeared in the Aug 26
edition <1f' T he Dail y Vidette. 11/inuis
State U11i11ersitT \.\'//Ide/// newspapn:

Letter policy
The Da i/_,. Eu ste rn N n \'.\ accepts
letters to the editor addressing local.
stace. national and imcrnational issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and inc lude the author" ~ name . te lephone num ber and address. Students
must indicate their year in sc hool and
m aj o r. Fac u lly, admini stra ti on and
staff should indicate their position and
departm e nt . Le tte rs whose a uthors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending o n space constraints. we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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HBO coming to residence halls
By AMY THON
Staff writer
University Housing and Dining
Services is making plans to add a
premium movie channel, HBO, to
the residence halls.
"We hope to have HBO active
in the halls by October first," said
Director of University Housing
and Dining Services Bill
Schnackel.
Schnackel began negotiations
during the spring semester which
would have made HBO available
in the residence halls for this
semester. However, complications
arose over the summer when
Schnake) was notified that the
cable company was bought out.
Although the company kept the
same name, TCI of Illinois,
Schnake) had to renegotiate with
a new representative.

Schnackel said they began this
project because of a decision
made by the Residence Hall
Association.
"The RHA voted that they
wanted expanded services and
HBO was the channel they decided on," Schnackel said.
Currently the cable charges are
$7 .25 per outlet and this price
pays for basic cable. However,
with the addition of the HBO
channel the charges would
increase to $10.50 per outlet. This
price increase was reflected in the
cost of room and board fees for
this semester.
RHA Vice President Haley
Pope said the idea to add a movie
channel. was suggested by Greg
Eicheler, the 1996-1997 advisor
of RHA, midway through last
semester.
RHA decided on HBO instead

of the Disney channel or other
movie channels Pope said. The
reactions from the RHA board
have been positive and they are
excited about the addition of
HBO, she said.
Schnackel thinks that once the
negotiations are finished the actual process of adding HBO to the
halls would not be complicated.
The installation is done electronically and would involve the cable
company coming to each of the
halls to add a scrambler to the
cable box, he said.
TCI would most likely decide
which hails would receive HBO
first, and it would only take a few
days to complete all of the residence halls, Schnackel said. The
negotiations are scheduled to be
completed at the end of the month
which will allow installation to
start.

Hollywood's anti-paparazzi campaign
going strong after Diana's accident
LOS ANGELES (AP) - A
paparazzi magnet since the early
1980s, Tom Selleck has had his
share of scrapes with the tabloids.
He has tried reasoning with them,
arguing with them, even suing
them.
After the Aug. 31 accident that
killed Princess Diana as paparazzi
trailed behind, Selleck is doing
something else: He's working the
phones.
The star of the "Magnum, P.I."
TV series has called other actors to
coordinate the response of celebrities who claim the tabloid press
....._,,,..

,
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and tabloid TV shows are out of
control and poisoning the mainstream media.
"I want to see a reasoned
debate," said Selleck, whose ideas
include ethics seminars and congressional hearings. "I don't want
to look like an actor just venting
because it's easy to vent about it it is invasive and disturbing and
dangerous. But there are broader
issues here."
His efforts are part of an
unprecedented reaction by a large
and influential segment of
Hollywood, a community that sel-

dom agrees on anything.
The outrage comes from the
biggest names in show business Madonna, Tom Cruise, Arnold
Schwarzenegger,
Sylvester
Stallone and Elizabeth Taylor.
They have called for everything
from consumer boycotts of supermarket tabloids to new laws on
libel and privacy.
But behind the clamor are difficult legal and ethical issues.
And there are questions over
whether the tabloid issue has
widespread support or whether it
is .the rantings of a privileged fews.

Rolling Rock o/Ni&bt!
keep ..~
the Rolling Rock
!ROLLING
pint glass! $J 00 Refills
.,.R)!5,~

$2° 0 PINTS - you

Also- $1°0 pints of Leine f.1 MGD ~.~1~~::
509 Van Buren

348-2380

~~~~

WE OPEN AT 10:00 A.M. • COME BEFORE 4 P.M. FOR FASTER SERVICE!

~Little Caesars® Pizza

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATIO" DAYI
CHARLESTOH
J W. U"COL" flVE.

]45-4743

]45-4743

THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!

THANK YOU!
THANK YOU'

1ZZ11s

1~;;_

$299_

No substitutions. Round pizzas only. Limit 5 pizzas. Valid at this Lltt'9 Caesars location only.
r.;1nvout anlv. No Oellvenes. Sorry, no ram checks.

It's A Friends Thing!
Friends tion't let friends risk their lives by abusing alcohol.
Stay friends for life!
A lot of people have seen one of their friends passed out after drinking too much. Because this is
not a rare scenario, we usually think the danger is minimal: your friend \¥ill wake up with a
terrible hangover, and that's it. What a lot of people don't realize is that each year, many college
students are taken to the hospital and some actually die because of alcohol poisoning - a seve.re
physical reaction to an overdose of alcohol. If your friend.has alcohol poisoning, leaving hhn/her
alone to sleep it off nlight be a critical mistake. There are ways to spot when drunkenness is
actually alcohol poisoning. Clip oufthis infonnation and keep it in your wallet, your purse, or
SOIDeWhere else Where it Can be readily accessible.
- Eastern Illinios University, Student Health Service
r
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ftWlmll Allllllll Ftlttlill

1 . Parson Is unconacious or .ml·
conscious and cannot be awakened.
2. Cold, clammy, pale or blush ekln.
3. Chedr. to ... it lnething is slow,
Iese than eight time• per minute. or
Irregular, with ,0 seconds between
brllaths.
4. Vomiting while "sleeping" "' paued
out. and not welling up after vomiting.

!tJ!..R!!'.$00 ha& !!!!Y of thee •ymptoma.

!!!.!!!.~ is l!>Uftl!rlng from ecuta alcohol
into.,foatiM.
~if;: CAii some<>ne, a staff member, 911, an "'"btdance, public safl!ty.
aOnlfl<Jne who can h<llp.
2. Do not leav• ti.., I""""" Rlone. Tum
the victim on hi!Olh<sr llioo t11 pmwn1 chok·
ing In ;:ase of vomiting.
3. Alway$'be 'bl>nar safo than sorry" it
you ilfa un&Ure> of what to do. How mm
~ tnl!l'ld be angry about you c11ring fol'
him
her.

°'

1111. . et. . .lltoUIJW
I I 1 . Person Is unconacloua 0# semi·
conacious and - 1 be -'.ened.
12. Cold. clammy, pale at ~ ld<in.
3. Check to if lllNlhing Is lliow,
I ,_ than eigtlt ti!N41 minute, or
I lm!gufllt, wit!> fO HCOl!ds bet-•
p!JI'

breaths.

f 4. Vomiting while •s1up1ng• or passed
I out. imd not weiring i!p after vomltlng.
I !!..!LJ?!!"..!!" has any of these symptorm.
•.~.9.!.!!ifl I•

-.Af!rina from acute alcohol

!!!!:.?~~

11. CM!t ht1lp. Call someone, a $tllff mem·
tmr. 911, ""emb<1l11n<:e, pub!U: sateiv.
I ~om1tOnt1 wt"' can haip.
2.. Oe, nnt k>•"'ll lh11 p91son alone. Tum
I rt... "k:t>m on Wslh"' sioo to
ch<ll<·
piellllm

I irsg in casa of wmltlng.
3. Atw~ b• ·ootter sa!e man soiry' if
I V<ll.I ara 1mwre uf wha1 V.. do. How can
I Y<>Ur friend ba angry !if!out you caring for
him or her.

11!!1"-P...f~PtU.•

1 . Person is unconscious or semi·
coll9Cious and cBMOt be awa4umed.
2. Cold, clammy, pale or blush slcln.
3. Chfte-.k to • f f if bnlething Is slow,
teas !hon eigtlf timea per minute, or
lrregulao, with 10 :tet".ond• betwffl>
~.

1 . Person IS unconscious or semiconsdocls end minnut be awakened.
2. Cold, clammy, pale or bluah skin.
3. Check to sea if breathing is slow.
lella thim eight tJn. . per minute, ot

im-.gulnr. with 10 1111.'0llds betwMn
~ths.

4. Vomiting while "lllu.ping" or pused
out, and not waking up aftei w1rlitirlg.

4. Vomiting whRtt "sleeping~ ot p&Qed
o.a., and Ml waiting up 11fter wmiting.

If a person has !!!IV of these symptoms, he
or she ;5 suffering from QCute alcohol In·
toxication.
1. Get help. Call someone. a ~aff mem·
her, 911. an ambulant-A>, public uf"1y,
someone who am help.
2.. Do not !eaye th~ per:oon
Tum fhe
victim on hlslh!!r slde tu prev<ml chnking
tn ca~ of vomiting.
3. Alwsy5 be -~~1ter 5afe than ~orryH if
you are unsure ot what \O do. How can
your friend be angry about you cartnq lor
him or htt~.

if a parson hB" ""Y of these g!!!l!!oms,
he or she is 'ulfBrirni from a~-ute alcol\ol
intt>itlcatlon.
1. ~l help. Call 8oml'Ol'ltt, a st11ff mem
bsr. 911, an Ambulance. public safety.
snmeone who r.an help.
2. Oo no\ '"""" the pel'son alonto. lhm
the wi<>1im <sn hisiher sidtl to pl'e-1t cht>k·
ing in r.11st1 of vnr11iliug.
3, Alway" b¥ "bt1tl*'f "ate than ~orry" if
lfOU "'" unsu"' of whlrt to do. Hov./C'an
your trn.oo be 11nqry about vou ~artng fo•
him or her.

"'°""·
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Be Prepared to act if
your friend has the
symptoms of alcohol
poisoning.
It might be the best
thin;:~ you ever do in

the

name of...

FRIENDSHIP.
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Banquet to kick off Latino Heritage Month
By BRITT CARSON

News editor
A banquet featuring ethnic food
and a band kicks off Latino
Heritage Month this weekend.
Latino Heritage Month is celebrated nationally from Sept. 14 to
Oct. 14.
Luciana Gomes, chair of the
Latino Heritage Celebration
Committee, said she is expecting a
big crowd for the banquet.
"Last year's was a huge success

and we hope for another big success this year," Gomes said.
Gontes said dinner will consist
of food from several different
countries.
''The menu will have food from
Puerto Rico, Mexico, Colombia
and Brazil and is being cooked by
university union catering," Gomes
said.
She said the University Board
helped with the entertainment and
scheduled "El Grupo Latino" to
peform.

Possible major
revisions to be
discussed

ers for students each year.
"Every year we try to provide
more activities for the students,"
Gomes said. "At halftime at the
football game the marching band
and the Pink Panthers are going to
perform to a Latin piece."
This year Gomes said they are
expanding the celebration into
Charleston.
''We are going to visit the grade
schools in Charleston to bring in
some of the Latin culture,'' Gomes
said.

Gomes said the group performs
a mixture of music and dances.
Cocktails will be served at 6
p.m. and dinner is served at 7 p.m.
Sunday in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Tickets for the
dinner must be purchased today by
calling 581-6690. Tickets are $12
for faculty and staff and $6 for students.
Eastern started celebrating
Latino Heritage Month in 1995 and
has added more events and speak-

By CHARLES OLIVER
Staffwrin'
The Council on Academic
AffiUrs Thursday will vole on proposed revisions to the AfricanAnnican SllXties majoc and~
which were tabled at last week's

tmeUng.

Student Senate to debate senior seminar requirement
By MArr ADRIAN
Student government Mitor
The Student Senate will make
a recommendation at their meeting tonight on whether juniors
or seniors will be required to
take a 30 minute seminar before
they graduate.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m.
in the Arcol~scola room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The free Occupational
Services Seminar would educate
students about the various ser-

vices provided by the career services such as internet job
searches, resume services and
job fairs.
The senate will also continue
discussion on the addition of a
Minority Affairs Committee to
the senate bylaws. The proposed
committee would provide a
voice for minority students in
the senate. The committee
would work with the Gateway
Pfogram and the offices of
Admissions,
Ode'ntati6'if;
Minority Student Affairs and
Student Life/Greek Affairs.

Student Body President Kim
Harris also will be giving the
state of qie university address.
A new bylaw change will be
submitted for discussion. The
bylaw proposal would change
the name of the University
Development Committee to the
University Development and
Recycling Committee.
Senate
member
Doug
Stepansky submitted the bylaw
change. ~tepansky said ·he subniittechh'e' t1fang~· ~· tti1n 'Students would kno\tl dne' 18f~H8L
major focuses of the University
0

c

0

c

c

0

0

Development Committee.
The Recycling Committee
was
renamed
University
Development as part of the senate restructuring plan. Under the
plan, the Recycling Committee
was renamed and given additional duties. Those duties
include investigating maintenance of university buildings
used by students, and investigating university expansion and
development.
·T he··senate •slS9 ·wtu-Oiscuss
lthle ltppt0W1r~f<t!:oft'oeL~·•S
recognized stUdcltt otglidJltlltttSffim
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c
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The CAA will meet at 2 p.m.
Thursday in the Arcolafl'uscola
Room of Im Martin Ludu King Ji:
University Union.
The proposal ~ l3bled because
members thought certain itetm in
Im program were unclear.
CAA nrni>ers also will ~
Im seven new course JXqlOS3ls for
the program; AFR 1000 Introduction to the AfricanAnmcan Expel~ I; AFR 300>
- Special Topics in AfricanAmerican Studies; AFR 3100 African Aeslhetics and Cosimlogy;
AFR 3200 - African-American
Identity; AFR 3300 - African

Cipcma; AFR ~ - Seminar on

A.n;,.,.,.,.A..........immF.· aid

AWii~r;~ ~git~~;. i
Aftoctnl;ricily and~
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I.outed It 4th • Uncoln

Come in
and show us
your
Tattoo and
get 120/o off
anything in
the store.

Reasons why YOU should buy OUK
bicycles rather than a "mart" bicycle
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1. One size does not fit all
2. Professionally assembled
3. Long Lasting Quality products
4. If Huffy made a plane would
you fly in it?
5. WE RIDE

0
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345-1316

u

(Across from ttanlee's)

S

We want our customers to

enjoy the sport of cycling
as much as we do. We
offer a top quality selection
of cycling needs for all
riders. If you ride, then you
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We Service • We Sell • We Ride

Buy One Fish Get one

PECIAL
LYMPICS

FREE *

excludes feeders,

~&fl!lllr~·

r-ro.oo -

: ·~

1500 Madison Ave. •expires 9-14-97

••volunteers Needed••
volunteer Meeting
in Coleman Auditorium
at 5:45 pm• September 11
Please comet
We need volunteers to be a "Friend•For•A•Day" at
Lake Land College From B:OOam to 3:00pm.
SA:tURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1997

Forms to volunteer are available in lo 18 IH.

HOSTED BY

0

0

1/1/nols Consolidaled

Telephone Company
"°"****'~~

Hours:
M-F 1O:oo-8:00
Sat 1O:OCMi:OO
Sun 12:00-5:00

2 Great Deals
from Domino's
Large One Topping
Get a Large
One Toppl•I
Pizza for On y
-

Large Any Way
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Volunteers needed Fraternity binge leads to lawsuit
for Eastern RSOs
Students interested in the
opportunity to volunteer or join a
Recognized Student Organization
can attend an informational fair in
the South Quad today.
The RSO and Volunteer Fair
will be held today in the South
Quad from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Jason Amato, student vice

president for student affairs, said
50 RSOs and about eight volunteer agencies will be present at
the fair.
He said the fair is a good way
for students to get involved with
the campus.
Food also will be provided by
Monical's Pizza.

Israel debates for peace
JERUSALEM (AP) - A chain Sharon, a Cabinet minister and
of disasters in Lebanon has shaken architect of Israel's 1982 Lebanon
Israeli confidence and prompted a invasion, said Israel should revise
national debate Sunday on its strategy or set up a timetable
whether Israel should withdraw its for leaving south Lebanon.
troops or change its tactics.
Talk shows have been dominatLeading politicians from the left ed by discussion of what Israel
and right - including some mem- should do in the wake of its latest
bers of Prime Minister Benjamin tragedy - the deaths Friday of a
Netanyahu's government - have dozen Navy commandos out on a
called for a reassessment. The crit- raid deep in Lebanon.
icism also comes from figures
Opposition politician Yossi
with solid military credentials, sig- Beilin, a key architect of the
naling a break in the consensus Palestinian-Israel peace accords,
that has k~pt Jsrad)ri ·Leba.n otr . anllQunc,~d tbe ,formatipn .o.f a·,
despite' sfe!ady'los"Ses. 1 · . , i ... i i ! , .. ! movement-to ~rg~ ~ediate'. ~ni-·
; No less a' 'H~~·k: than '" Ariel lateral withdrawal from Lebanon.
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BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) A Louisiana State University student who nearly died after a night
of drinking that killed a fellow
fraternity pledge filed a negligence suit Tuesday against the
school, the fraternity and the bar
where they drank.
Donald Hunt, 20 was hospitalized for nearly a week after the
Aug. 25 binge that ended with
the death of his friend and roommate, Benjamin Wynne, also 20.
Hunt's lawsuit, which seeks
unspecified damages, alleges that
he and other pledges were forced
by members of the Sigma Alpha
Epsilon fraternity to consume
pitchers of drinks, and that the

fraternity did not do enough to
help nearly two dozen drunk
pledges.
Paramedics said Hunt was not
breathing and was near death
when they arrived at the fraternity house.
Authorities said Wynne's
blood-alcohol level was 0 .588
percent - nearly six times the
minimum required for proof of
intoxication.
Louisiana's legal drinking age
is 21.
Hunt argues that Murphy's Bar
was negligent because its
employees, one of whom was
SAE's president, should have
stopped the drinking at the pri-

vate party.
The suit targets the university
for allegedly failing to regulate or
discourage bid night, when
pledges are formally accepted
into fraternities.
LSU Chancellor William
Jenkins referred all calls to the
university's attorneys.
"While the university regrets
any misfortune suffered by any
student, the university has no
legal liability and plans to defend
the suit fully," said LSU attorney
Shelby McKenzie.
A man who answered the
phone Tuesday said at the SAE
fraternity said "no .c omment''. and
hung up without giving his name.

377 ex-cons won't be driving kids to school
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Convicted rapists, murderers and prostitutes were among the 377 criminals
whose applications to drive school buses were
rejected in Illinois over the past two years,
Secretary of State George Ryan announced
Tuesday.
Since July 1995, the state has required fingerprints ~d Qack~rql-!pd checks fqr school bus driver
applicants. Rejected candidates included a four-time
serial rapist and a prostitute with 10 convictions.
"Parents can take comfort from knowing our state
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now has an effective way of weeding out people
who have no business behind the wheel of a school
bus," Ryan said in a statement.
Cook County accounted for about two-thirds of
the rejected applicants, with 258 ex-convicts turned
away. But criminals applied for bus driver jobs in
28 other counties representing all corners of the
state.
The law targets violent criminals and drug and
sex offenders, as well as anyone found guilty of a
crime against a child.
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YOU'RE LOOKING AT TWO COMPLETELY
OPPOSITE, FUNDAMENTALLY DIFFERENT WAYS TO
INVEST IN STOCKS. WE RECOMMEND BOTH.
"""\~

Thether you want a fund that selects
~pecific stocks, or one tha t covers the
market. we're on the same page. Our CREF
Growth and CREF Equity Index Accounts
use two distinct strategies for investing in the
stock market, but both aim to provide what
every smart investor looks for: long-term
grovvth that outpaces inflation. 0 0
The CREF Grcrwth Account searches
for individual companies that vve believe
are poised for superior growth. In contrast,
the Equity Index Account looks for more
diversification, with
a portfolio that
seeks to mirror the
,......
•,....... SVw::/;::,e;:- exp erience of the

VV

.

U.S. stock market as a whole.
Like our CREF Stock Account:, the largest
singly managed equity fund in Axnerica!>00 and
our Global Equities Account, vvhich actively
seeks opportunities
10% 26.6'/' 24,6J'f•
30•JO

worldwide, our
aexx>Ullts are managed
~··
i,........ s•nc;,';:;c- by experienced
invest:m.ent professionals. They're the same
experts who have helped make TIAA-CREF
the largest pension system in the world. vvith
$190 billion in assets under management.
To find out more a bout building your
portfolio - and your future - vvith TIAACREF. just c all I 800 842-2776. And take
your pick .
1

Vi.sit us on the Internet: at: WW"W.t:iaa.-cr ef.org

ShcM9 &trim elfective
Sepeermer 9h - 11th
Sil Sun rnlltiraa in (tnc:km}
Fire Down Bllow R
(1:00)4:00 7:00 9".30
Air Fora One R
(1:30l4:30 7:15 10:00
Ku1 The Conqueror PG13
(2:45} 5:30 8:00
111Mtc R 10:10~

Hoodlum R
(1:15) 4:15 7:15 9:50
Exc.s . . . PG13
[1:45} 4:15 e:..e 9:15
Mone,T~

R
(2:30) 5:45 8J5 10:20
ColllPb.C, Theoly R
(2:1!J 5:15 8:15

GJ.J'IMR
~:"'4 4:45 7:30 10:15

.Ensuring the future
for t:boee who shape it.'"'
•T'fw.: tot.a.I ret.urna • hown. for CR.Et"' variahlr- annuicy a<:<'.ounts ttpretellt ,,_., perfOrmanc~. Toca.I ret:urnw .and the prirc ipal value: o f invesnne-nn in
the &et."'Ount• will fl uctu ate. and yield• may vary. Upon r~demptlun, your accumulation unit• may be wonh sno~ or lcM than their ~in.al prt~ .

l nvcs rme nt reaults are a.ht!r all i:n~atment• .dmini.trahve, and di.rriburion. c~pentteS hav e hoe-en ,f~luded. 0 0 Theae accounh arc ava1labj~ for
Annuitte• •ubfeocr to the rerma o f your •natirutton'• plan. They.,.. Avaib.ble fur all Supple-ntenral Rtti,.ienlir.nt Annurt•e• . 00 0 8.itiMeJ on
unde-r management•.CR.E.F ("..ertific.atra arc diattihuted ~ T IAJ\-C R t:F lndividu.J. and 1.n.at itutiorwl Scrd<""~ - For rnor.e C'Oft'\plete .intOrmario n .
free Rdill on Popcorn & Solt Drinks:
including .c h"'P• and eJtpol'l-..~all 'l illCIQJMZ-27 33,' , SOO'J, for a ... ~Jl,.~;,p,rn"P:'l"'N.•.~-~~;...!J.v ~f<;>n• yy . in"."l•I· '9' Rnd mo"")'.
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Services Offered
READY TO SAVE MONEY? Our
auto and motorcycle insurance
rates are some of the lowest in
Illinois. Call BILL HALL 345-7023
or stop by HALL INSURANCE
1010 East Lincoln. Also renters
insurance!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
GRADUATING? PUT YOUR
RESUME on your own Internet
homepage. Call 345-5197
KM-Ent@usa.net
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10

Help Wanted
.

~:«.,.;,,;,::::;::::<;.<:»X~:1,-

IF YOU HAVE A SPECIAL talent
which could entertain diners (card
tricks, magic, palm reading, juggle) call KOKOMO JOE'S
between 1O a.m.-12 p.m. 2351455
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9,/12
KOKOMO JOE'S SEAFOOD,
STEAKS
AND
RIBS.
Experienced bartenders and
cooks apply in person between
10 a.m.- 12 p.m. at 516 Piatt,
Mattoon
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
ATTN: SPECIAL ED MAJORSAre you looking for a great part
time job? Now accepting applications for part time staff to work
2nd and 3rd shifts with DD adults
in a home setting, in both
Mattoon and Charleston areas.
Great opportunity for experience.
Must have H.S. dip/GED and
must be dependable and enthusiastic about working with MR/Ml
adults. Apply in person at 521 7th
St. Charleston. Please put CILA
on application.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15
CHRISTMAS IS COMING-Need
extra money? Sell Avon. Call 3454197 or 235-1544.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/24
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
jOB? Our organization is looking
for a Janitor to work 3-7, M-F.
Qualified applicant must be
dependable and able to work with
out supervision and have equivalent of H.S. dip/G.E.D. Apply in
person at 521 7th St. Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1215
PART-TIME POSITION DISTRIBUTING
ADVERTISING
MATERIAL. No selling involved.
All material provided at no
charge.
1-800-YOUR JOB.
www.acmnet.com/postering/your
job.htm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
NOW
HIRING
DELIVERY
DRIVERS. Hourly rate, plus commission, plus tips. Apply in person after 4:00 at Topper's Pizza
215 Lincoln. Ave.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/11
PART TIME PIANO INSTRUCTOR NEEDED. Sound Source
Music. 258-8919. Ask for Mike.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,5/5
EXTRA $ Teach driving for $1 O/hr
up to 5 lessons. Call 581-2872 for
more info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9,/11

For Rent
FARM HELP EXPER. PREFERRED call after & leave message. 348-8906.
-,-----,------~---·9/22
OUR ORGANIZATION IS SEEKING dedicated, hard working, and
caring individuals to work with
Developmental Disabilities in residential Cila setting. Quality applicant must have a H.S. diploma or
GED. FT & PT positions available-evngs, mdngts, and wknd
shifts. Apply in person at 1118
6th St. Charleston. M-F between
the hrs of 7 & 3 or call Stacey at
345-2271.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/19
PART-TIME BARTENDER NEEDED. Nights, about 16 hours a
week. Call for an appointment at
the FRIENDLY INN, Ashmore
349-8215 8 miles East of
Charleston on Rt 16, first bar on
the left.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15

Make Money
-~~:i.-~:::-.-.:,:·:·:<,:,:o:x,w~;,:,:.:.~:,;,-,~,,:::~::w,::i<::·:.:-»:<-:-;.;::,:.,.,:,:.;,:,:-:.;,:.:·=<<'''"''

$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information packet. Call 410-347-1475.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/3

Roommates
1 ROOMMATE NEEDED for nice
furnished 3br house. $200/month.
Own bedroom and bathroom,
central air, washer/dryer. Low utilities . Move-in date flexible. Call
345-4496, leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
NEED ONE ROOMMATE FOR
Fall and Spring. Nice furnished,
Atrium apartment, on Lincoln
Avenue. 348-8578
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/10
2 FEMALES NEEDS: Nonsmoking; low-rent; nice 2 bedroom Apt. University Dr. 3455286/ 345-1476.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11

Sublessors
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. Own
room in 2 bedroom on Square.
$220/month 348-8203.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
2 BEDROOM HOUSE ON LINCOLN for lease for 3-4 tenants.
Call 346-3583.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15

For Rent
LEASING FOR FALL 97 McArthur apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115
GREAT APARTMENT AVAILABLE immediately. Hardwood
floors, lots of storage, good parking, quiet. Call 581-7392, 3982873
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
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33 "King David"
star, 1985
34 1922 Vincent
believe It!
Lopez hit
s TV's Hawkeye
as Actress Singer
9 Bossy
31 Silo contents
12"Dies--"
37 Footnote abbr.
13 Bloomsbury
group .writer
31Fencer's
weapon
11Showed up
1e Religious leader 311 Radiation units
born in
401nlet
Wadowice,
41 Minutemen's
Poland
foe
18 Stone with color
43 Justice who
flashes
replaced
ti Roadhouse
Brennan
:aoFormerly
45Armpart
21 Don sackcloth
48 Bamboozles
23Method
47 Warehoused
24Nota-H Sundae toppers so Playwright
Bogosian
28 "Annie"
It Kind of
showstopper
chamber
32 Controversial
M New Zealander
orchard spray
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Address: _______________
UnderClassiflcation o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days
Payment:
Q Cash

5 MENS SPORTS JACKETS, 2
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
blazers like new. Top brands, size
DUPLEX near Lantz. Large front
42. Plus arrow shirts, real barand back yard, washer and dryer
gain. 345-3654.
included. Nine month or five
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/15
month lease available. Call 348FOR SALE SEGA GENESIS and
0157 or 345-5148.
many games and 8 MB RAM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
581-2862
1 BR. OPEN IN rental house, 4
~-:=--,-_ _ _ _ _ 9111
blks from Old Main. W/D,
NINTENDO 64 with 2 games and
$200/mo. negotiable plus share
3 controllers. $225. 581-3595.
utilities. Call 348-6782 or 857_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/16
3794
IBANEZ GUITAR, LOCKDOWNS,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/22
WHAMMYBAR,
CARRYING
STUDENT HOUSING. 3 BDRM.
CASE AND CORD. Crate amp.
No pets. All appliances included.
GX-40C. $500 O.B.O. Will sell
Call Deb after 5: 342-9307.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
separate. Call 581-3088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9,/18
3 OR 4 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR
SELLING EXCELLENT CAMERA
NEW APT. Hard wood floors,
FOR EXCELLENT PRICE.
central A/C, Oak Cabinets,
Minolta Dynax 3xi. Auto focus,
Cathedral Ceilings, ... too much
Mir.olta lens. $200. Also:
to list. Call 348-0819 Leave mesQuantary lens, Automatic zoom
sage.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
for Minolta-AF $150. Call Bea
581-2031
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FULLY
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.9/11
FURNISHED. FENCED IN YARD
1 car garage. washer and dryer
hook up in basement for more
info. call Unique Homes
Properties 345-5022.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/19
LOST: DARK BROWN LEATHER
FOR SALE OR RENT: Duplex: 2
DAILY PLANNER Call Dana
bedroom 1 1/2 bath with utility
Hunter. 345-9544.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
room. Island kitchen with appliances. Fully landscaped, 1000
LOST: ID HOLDER ON 2ND
square feet living space and full " STREET. Call 5273.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
basement. $81,400 per side purchase or $750/month rent.
FOUND:FRANK CONSIGLIO
Call:CSI 345-7676.
please come claim your back
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,9/16
pack at Tokens.
~==_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
LOST: Mens gold diamond ring.
Lost at North end of Rugby field.
345-5188.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,9/12
FOR SALE: 1991 DODGE
SHADOW convertible: P/N/, auto,
AM/FM, etc. $3500 neg. Call 3486069
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
DELTS-CONGRATS ON A
HONDA ELITE 80 SCOOTER.
GREAT RUSH! LOVE, ERIN.
Reconditioned this summer by
Owens Honda. Invoices available.
-,--,.-o-c----c--c-------9/10
BAAAA!RUSH,SHEEpRUSH!
345-2945.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
---,----------9/10
HEATHER MCLEAN:HAPPY
1986 FORD ESCORT 68,000
BELATED 22ND BIRTHDAY!
miles. Good condition. $1350
Better late than never! Love, Your
581-8003 ask for Ben.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
roomies.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
FOR SALE 6100/60 POWER
TIM, ADAM OF 1607 #2: CONMACINTOSH that's PC compatiGRATULATIONS QN GETTING
ble with stylewriter 2 Printer and
ON GETTING ENGAGED! It was
Fax Modem. Call 345-9308.
great seeing you at C-street! You
$1200.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,9/11
turned our world UPSIDE DOWN!
Love, LeMar adn Jermaine.
SMITH CORONA WRD. PROCESSOR $200/0BO, Mens
,.-,-,=-=,.,---------9/10
LADIES OF ALPHA PHI: I am so
Mountain Bike $100. Call Todd at
proud of you and all of your hard
348-8629.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
work. Spellman, Bedo, and Bass,
you guys are awesome! I love you
LOFT FOR SALE fits South Quad
all. Alpha Phi love and mine,
dorms $40 obo. Call 345-4733.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
Shahin.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
85 BUICK SOMERSET. Good
work car-$500 obo. Call 3480368.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
JBL CF100 HOME STEREO
MOCK TRIAL. Contact Dr. Leigh,
SPEAKERS, pair 10 iAchs, 3 way.
Coleman 214-1 581-6220.
New $190 obo. 217-347-5117.
Applications due September 12th.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12

1 You'd better

Classified Ad Form

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Q Credit

Q Check

Check number_ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.Student Q Yes Q No
Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

Announcements

WELCOME BACK EIU! 25%
PERCENT off everything (some
exceptions) for students w/ID this
Thursday and Friday at DEPOT
CLOTHING PANTRY at 8th and
Jackson. GOT A FUNCTION?
SOCIAL? THIS IS THE PLACE
TO SHOP!!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
$CASH
FOR
COLLEGE$
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIL. FROM PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTOR. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY!!! FOR INFO: 1800-532-8890
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
ATTENTION: SAVE BIG $$$.
Students get your 1997 merchant
coupon book and save over $750!
Cash now available at Tokens for
a limited time $30!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/30
CHRONIC ITCH AT STU'S on
Thursday September 11th at 9:30
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
DRIVING DRUNK ON CAMPUS
Sept. 16 in the 9th street parking
lot.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/10

JUST SPENCE'S 1148 6TH ST.
ANNUAL
YARD
SALE!!
WEDNESDAY SEPT. 10 1-6 PM.
WON'T WANN.A. MISS!! RAIN
DATE SEPT. 17
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE
WEEK! MOTIVATED STUDENT
GROUPS
(FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES, ETC.) NEEDED
FOR MARKETING PROJECT.
CALL DENNIS AT 1-800-3579009.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
FREE GLO-BALL WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 3:wick candle at
calliope court 706 Jackson,
Charleston
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10
STU'S FUNCTIONS. We book
Mon., Tues., Thurs., for info call
348-7608 and ask for Jay Puroy.
Remember: Stu's It's the Place to
Be.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9./10
PORTRAITS FOR THE 1998
WARBLER are being taken
RIGHT NOW! Call 581-2812 for
an appointment or come over to
the Union. Walk-ins welcome.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/10

MULTI-CULTURAL STUDENT UNION Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Heritage Room-MLK Union. Everyone welcome! Questions call 5812057.
CHRISTINA CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Bible study tonight at 7 p.m. in
the Christian Campus House. 2231 S. 4th St. (Right behind Lawson
Hall)
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN First meeting-pizza party tonight at
6 p.m. in Lumpkin Lounge. New members welcome.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Mr. Rhomania Pageant tonight at 9 p.m. in the
Rathskeller. Come and see the sexiest men of EIU show their talents.
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP Worship at 7 p.m. and Bible
study tonight at 8 p.m. in the Immanuel Lutheran Church across from
Tarble.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY MAJORS Informational meeting tonight at 3
p.m. in LSA 130. Necessary for application to clinical programs.
LATIER DAY SAINT STUDENT ASSOCIATION Institute class tonight
at 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. in the Casey Room-MLK Union.
EIU BLOOD DRIVE COMMITIEE Meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the
Kansas Room-MLK Union. Alli new members welcome. Come help us
save lives.
UNIVERSITY BOARD COMMITIEE Comedy meeting tonight at 4:30
p.m. in the U.B. Workroom.
UNITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MINISTRIES Bible Study tonight at
7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held tonight at 9 p.m. in
the Newman Chapel located OJ:I tbs c:Dciiar: o'*'1 ati.t'I Ulcoln.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Informal, student led Communion Service
every Wednesday night at 9:30 p.m. at the Wesley Foundation across
from Lawson Hall. Everyone is welcome.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Business meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union. Everyone is invited if you can't
attend call Keri Nutgrass at 345-6535.
PETERSON SOCIETY Meeting tonight at 3 p.m. in CH 225.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.

as Pianist born in
Kurilovl<a.
Poland
sa It pop'ped into
Descartes's
head
ll8 Pool owner's
headache
eo Novelist Paton
11 Cartridge
holder
12Young 'un
a Motown's
Marvin

DOWN

1 Big coconut
exporter
2TheKing's
middle name
a"Call Me
Irresponsible"
lyricist
4 Large shoe size
s Plaques, maybe
• No-goodnik
7 Nincompoop
a Foreman's
superior
eSupergarb
10 Arab League
member
11 Whipping
-=-i-=-i-=..i-=-i
memento
--+--+--+---t 14 Relief pitchers.
so to speak
15 Astronomer
born in Torun,
Poland
t7 Working stiff
~~i-:::.ii..:....i 22 Roxy Music
co-founder
-.::.ii.=L..;..Ji.;;..i 23 Chemist born in
Warsaw, Poland

'.!JmJ:t:IDiliii
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

Announcements

For Sale

54

58

111
Puzzle by John D. Leavy

24 Pushkin hero
21 Not so ruddy
21 Run to Reno?
27 Gave a fig
2a The yoke's on
them
29 Kind of bomb
30 Ocher-green
31 Heron or egret
33 She vanted to
be alone
31 White-bearded
geezer,
stereotypically
42Grand-Opry
43 Formal bash

44 Exceptional
occasion
41 Haunted house
noise
47 Pass over
48 Beach sweeper
49 Novelist Wister
so On pins and
needles

51 Any of the
Galapagos
52 "Why not?"
53Common
opening time
51 Supermodel
Carol
57 Jokester
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INSEKTEKS ...

The Daily Eastern News is looking for
great hours
( 1-3 a.m.), 2-3 nights a week.... apply in the Gallery of the Union ... TODAY!

Announcements

Announcements

DID YOU KNOW:Approximately 2
in 5 Americans will be involved in
am alcohol related crash at some
time in their lives.
- - · · · - - - · · · - - · · - - 9110
DIET LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30
DAYS. Programs start at $30.
MAGIC. Calf 630-536-5260.
- - · · · - - - - - - - - 911 g
CHRONIC ITCH-STUS-THURSDAY-S.50 ICE HOUSE DRAFTS. 9111
$1.25 16 oz LITE BOTTLES.
w'ANTED--soiVIEQNE'
9111
TRADE/SELL PINK FLOYD
All STUDENTS PARKED in the
RECORDINGS. Please call John
9th st. parking lot, across from
Andrews Hall. You must move
at345-1693.
__ ---------------- 9/11
your car by 9 p.m. Monday, Spet.
DO YOU "DRIVE BETTER
15. The Dodge Neon Drunk
WHEN YOU'RE DRUNK?" Come - Driving Simulator will occupy this
see ii that's true Sept. 16 in the
lot Spet. 16. For questions call
9th street parking lol
Holly Cofer @ 581-7015.
-- - 9/10
- -----·--------- -- 9/17
AT
MIGHTY
TONIGHT ALTERNATIVE NIGHT
at the Uptowner 75 cents Leine
PRANKSTERS'"-L1ve Electric
Pmtst11
Boogie Band playmq music by
Greattul Dead, Ph1sh. Allman
Bros. Santana, and more ... Show
NEED A
for barndance and
starts '1:30 p.m
formals? Call City Sound for
9/12
bookings. 345-4787
ATT~ALL Rso;-s-ft18oodge
-···--·· - · · - - - · · · - - 9/12
Neon Drunk driving simulaior is
ATTENTION SOFTBALL PLAYscheduled for SEPT 1 Hope to
ERS! Anyone interested in trying
see you at the 9th st. parking lot 9
out for the varsity softball team
a.m.-4p.m.
contact Lisa Melz. at ext. 2093
9/17
ASAP
_9/11

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

GET YOUR PORTRAITS TAKEN
for the 1998 Warbler. Call 5812812 for appointments and information.
_________________ 9112
CHRONIC ITCH AT STU'S on
Thursday. September 11th at 9:30
n.m.
····--··-- ···---- 9111
CHRONIC ITCH AT STU'S on
Thursday night.

:-ro··
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS
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Men booters not lacking scoring opportunities
Eastern's men's soccer team will enter
Sunday's game against the Kangaroos of
Missouri-Kansas City, dragging behind them
a four-game losing streak.
To their credit, the Panthers could easily
have been on a four-game winning streak.
Three of the teams' four losses were by one
goal. In the other, a defensive breakdown in
the final five minutes of the game led to a 31 win by Northwestern.
Eastern went into double-overtime against
nationally ranked George Mason before losing 2-1.
The Panthers took ties into the last twenty
minutes against Loyola-Chicago and
Wisconsin-Green Bay before giving up the
winning goal.
Eastern's losing skid has not come from a
lack of effort. For the"season, the Panthers
have out-shot the opposition 52-39. Against
Loyola, the Panthers sent 11 shots at the net
while limiting the Ramblers to just four.
King Kuhn:
Tony Kuhn of Vanderbilt picked up where
he left off - scoring four goals and assisting

exciting, especially when you have
a good football team like we do,"
he said. "It's also more fun to beat
someone at their place:'
The squad did not have much to
cheer about in the opening game at
Western, when the Panthers were
shut out 41-0. They made up for
this in the home opener, a 42-6 victory over the Tennessee-Martin
Skyhawks.
The squad has to show up at
home games an hour before each
starts. They use this time to practice
some of their sideline moves and to
get the crowd into the game.
They cheer all the way up until
halftime, when they finally get a

on another to give him nine points in four
games.
The nine points put Kuhn ahead in the
race for the conference scoring crown.
Creighton double-dips in weekly honors:
The Bluejays swept the "Player of the
Week" honors, with senior forward Johnny
Torres and senior defenseman Zion Renfunn
taking the offensive and defensive honors,
respectively.
Torres had two goals and two assists in
the Bluejays' sweep of the Diadora
Challenge. Torres is tied for the team lead
with six points and is currently tied for second in scoring in the Missouri Valley
Conference..
Joining Torres in the four-man log jam at
second in scoring is Renfurm. Renfurm has
posted numbers identical to Torres'.
Quick out of the blocks:
Last year, the Bradley Braves finished last
in the MVC and the Drake Bulldogs only
made the conference tournament by beating
Eastern and Bradley in the last weekend of
the season.

chance to take a break. The squad
uses the halftime to talk about the
good and bad points of the first
half, watch the entertaining Billy
Panther and to get any injuries retaped by the athletic trainer.
In the victory over TennesseeMartin, the women used the time
before the game to go over some
moves. The men used the time to
play with the fans - shooting shirts
into the crowd with a sling shot.
Even with all the practice, moves
can still go wrong. While practicing, one of the girls fell while trying to form a pyramid - but luckily
one of the spotters caught her.
"It's real tough, sometimes

This season, the two teams are getting off
to a quick start and are currently tied for second in the conference with 2-1 records.
Bradley split two games over the weekend, falling to Kentucky 3-0 and defeating
North Carolina-Asheville 3-2 in overtime.
The Bulldogs started off the season with a
pair of wins, including a l -0 overtime win
against New Mexico 1-0, before losing to
San Francisco 2-0.
Bradley's Justin Arabadjief is second in
the conference in goals with three and is tied
for second in the conference in points with
six.
Eric Wilson leads the Bulldogs in goals
with three, enough to tie him with Arabadjief and put him among the four players
tied for second in points.
Going the distance:
Freshmau Panther goalie Ryan
Waguespack leads the conference in minutes
played with 384 minutes in four games. The
next closest keeper is Vanderbilt's Greg
LaPorte, who trails Waguespack in every
category.

things just don't happen," Bruce
said. "Sometimes it's just one little
thing that goes wrong and we jmit
say 'Ah, lets come back to it again.'
That's the way life is though."
With the risk involved, the
females must have faith in their
male spotters.
"I trust everybody on the team,
you have to," senior cheerleader
Chanel Rentfrow said.
On Saturday, all of the practicing
was over, and gametirne was upon
them. As the Panther football team
ran out of the locker room, the
cheerleaders ran out in front of
them and ran around the field. The
squad was led by Tyler Phelps car-

Waguespack has a goals-against average
of 1.88 over the first four games of the season and is third in saves with 17. Of the five
keepers ranked above him in the latest conference standings, only two have started at
least three games. The average number of
minutes played for those five is 212, more
than one and a half less than Waguespack.
Bad break for Bears:
Southwest Missouri State will have to
make do without the services of senior
defender Kevin Reilly. Shortly after scoring
the first, and ultimately winning goal in a 70 Bears rout of Oral Roberts, Reilly suffered
a broken right leg. The injury has brought an
early end to Reilly's season.
Hilltopper climbs in scoring ranks:
Western Kentucky's Torn Morgan
climbed to eighth place in the Hilltoppers'
all-time scoring list with an assist on a goal
against Kentucky. The assist gives Morgan
52 points in his career at Western Kentucky.

-compiled by Drew Granger

rying a flag around the field.
The cheerleaders began to head
Some of the girls were tired after cheers of "Go EIU, we want a
the run, aa four of them ciµne in to touchdown." A· touchdown is what
· : , th~ em.yd goJ,J9r pa~tern's first
get water.
The squad used a variety of ways points of the yea[', After the
to get the crowd into the game, but Panthers went up 7-0, the males got
the most interesting one came at down and did seven push ups.
the very end of the game. One of
The women had decided the
the cheerleaders came and invited guys had had enough when the
Maddy Krieger, daughter of score reached 35-0, and decided to
Eastern defensive line coach Bob help them out. The men did the first
Krieger, to cheer with the team. 28, while the girls got down and
The young girl began doing some did the final seven.
cheers and chants with the cheerAfter cheering the whole game,
leaders.
the squad became silent, as
The squad found a lot to cheer Tennessee-Martin drove the ball
about on the second Eastern pos- down the field to score their first
session.
points of the season.
_g

INTERVIEWING SKILLS
WORKSHOP
"Prepare To Be The Best"

TODAY
4:00 pm - S:OOpm
Charleston-Mattoon Room - Union
Open to all students!
Sharpen your interviewing skills before Job Fair
Sponsored by Career Services

Ladies Night
2

~.~!Drafts $1 .~attoo

4h

Shoh

$1;;rs

$125
s~ •Amaretto Stone Sour
• 16 oz Lite Btls
• Corona & Heineken
-

NO Cover -

Btls
·22ozL1teBtls

It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!

Run out of Dating Ideas?

Don't give upl

•

.

,{T

Panther rookies look to make impact on field
ing Maine South in Park Ridge. He was also named to
the All-State team by Illinois Football Coaches
Association.
Tosch also·made the Arlington Herald's All-Area
Team and First Team All-Central Suburban Conference.
Corey Lewis is a defensive back from Pattonville
Heights School in St Louis. Lewis was a three-year
starter for Pattonville where he was named to the First
Team All-Suburban North Conference. The transition
from high school to college was a new experience for
Lewis.
"It was hard for me to make the transition in training
camp. The players were faster, quicker and strong," he
said.
One transition Lewis will have to make is not starting
the game.
"I never sat the bench in my life. I was always a
starter. I would have liked to start, but second string
isn't so bad as a freshman;' he said.
Antoine Livingston, a 6'2," 220-pound linebacker
led his high school team to the Chicago City
Semifinals. Livingston has yet to see action as a
Panther.
"After that loss against Western, the intensity level of
the team was very high," Livingston said.
Freshman placekicker Billy Schuld made his way to
the Panther team as a walk-on and has a different opinion about the transition from high school to college.
"Every player on the team is good, unlike high
school where there are some guys who aren't that
good," he said.
"Conditioning was tough, but it wasn't as bad as I
thought."
Kenny Alsop, a red-shirt freshman from Christian
Brothers Catholic School, also feels good about the
future of the team.
"I feel that with this year's recruiting class, this team
will have a good future," Alsop said.

This season the Panther football team brings with
them their largest recruiting class in 10 years, in what
head coach Bob Spoo describes as "athletic" and "hardworking."
'Tm very excited about this year's recruits," he said.
Spoo said although the team has had talented recruits
in the past, this year's recruits are more talented and
versatile.
Matt Gehrig, a 6' 4," 250-pound offensive/defensive
lineman from Burlington Central in Plato Central and
was named to the First Team All-Big Northern
Conference in high school.
"Matt {Gehrig) is a athletic player and very mature,"
Spoosaid.
Gehrig is one of the few freshmen who saw action
against Western Illinois and Tennessee-Martin.
"Being a lineman, my opponents are a lot stronger
and quicker. Their strength makes it harder to guard,"
Gehrig said.
Although his first collegiate experience resulted in a
loss, Gehrig still feels good about being a part of this
team.

"Losing is not excepted on this team:' Gehrig said.
"Playing at Eastern means a lot to me and we realize we
could be conference champs and maybe make the playoffs:'
Most freshmen have a difficult time with the transition from high school to college ball, but after his first
two games Gehrig is very confident about his ability to
play at this level.
"I feel I am physically able to compete at this level,
but the difficult part was learning the different plays;· he
said.
Another freshman, wide receiver Rick Tosch, led his
team to the Class 6A State Championship while attend-

SCOlT BEAUDRY/Staff photographer
Freshman tackle Matt Gehrig is one of the freshman who has seen
action early in the season.

Richie Ashburn dead at age 70
Player of the Week honors.

Where's the 'D':

Quarterback shootout:

In the battle between Murray
State and Western Kentucky, the
offense of both teams ran the
show, as Western Kentucky
squeaked out a 52-50 triple overtime win.
Murray State scored 23 unanswered points to tie the game 3030 at the end of regulation.
Tennessee-Martin is a team that
has been unable to find either
offense or defense as it has been
outscored 84-6 in the two games
this season.
The 84 points is the most given

After leading the ave in completion percentage last year,
Panther quarterback Mike
Simpson is at it again.
With two weeks of action complete, Simpson has completed 62.8
percent of his passes, with the
Tennessee State's Leon Murray a
close second at 61.3 percent.
· But Murray dominates the other
categories, as he leads the conference with five touchdowns, 9.47
yards per attempt and 587 total
yards.

PHILADELPHIA {AP) Hall of
·Kalas said trainer Jeff Cooper
Farner Richie Ashburn 's power and paramedics rushed to the room,
wasn't evident in his bat. Instead, it only to find Ashburn dead.
Win, baby, win:
"He must have gone quickly,"
could be felt in the way he caprured
That is something four of the
the hearts of Philadelphia.
said Kalas, his trademark baritone
eight ave teams will be trying to
do this weekend in an effort to •· •. ··Ashburn, whose..4.r years-;;,,with- -~..with.emOOon,., ~'He. w<is..as
the Phillies made him one of the good a friend as a man could
capture their first victory of the
city's treasured sports heroes, died have." Ashburn, a two-time NL
season.
Eastern Kentucky is corning off of a heart attack Tuesday in the batting champion and the center
New York hotel where the team fielder on the 1950 Whiz Kids,
their 21-12 loss to No. 2 ranked
was staying. He was 70.
spent 12 years on the field and 35
Troy State, while Tennessee Tech
His longtime friend and broad- years in the broadcast booth for the
and Middle Tennessee State also
cast partner, Harry Kalas, said Phils.
enter the weekend with an 0-1
Ashburn looked fine after working
"We have lost a cherished
mark. Tennessee-Martin is the
Monday
night's
13-4
victory
over
friend,"
said Mike Schmidt, the
only team with two losses.
the Mets, but called a team official Phillies third baseman who was
from his room and said he was in inducted into the Hall of Fame with
-compiled by Chad Merda
pain.
Ashburn in 1995.
up by any ave team.
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orts
Netters lose to Billikens in five
By DENISE RENFRO
Sports editor

The Lady Panther volleyball teams
home opener turned sour as Eastern
could not pull of a win in the final
game against St. Louis Univeriity
Tuesday night
''We started too slowly - we came
back really well, but you can't dig
yo0rself into big holes," said head
coach Betty Ralston.
Ralston said there was a lot of
inconsistent play by the seniors on
the team. The finals scores were 1513, 13-15, 15-9, 8-15 and 15-13.
'"This is going to cost us rankings;'
Ralston said. "This is a match we
should have won.
"Our seniors cannot be making
dumb mistakes," she said. ''We can't
have that. I can only make so many
substitutions."
"We had some good defense and
blocking in the first game:· she said.
Eastern came up with 19 total
team blocks compared to 13 for the
Billikens.
Senior outside hitter Lindsey
Celba agreed with Ralston that the
games did not start off well for
Eastern.
''We started off too slow. We have
to pick it up from the beginning and
we haven't been doing that in the last
two games.

''Our blocking really wasn't there
and it had a domino effect on the hitting," she said.
To go along with Celba's 18 digs,
Celba added 14 kills. Sommer led
the team with 18 kills and 19 digs.
The final game was clearly dominated by St. Louis and the Panther
team could not come back. The
Billikens came up with 11 total kills.
Rally scoring in the game let the
Billikens come up with points on
Eastern ermrs.
The first game was rough for the
Panthers as the Billikens clearly
dominated early. However, the
momentum switched, with the help
of crowd support, and the Panthers
made an attempt to dig themselves
out of a 5-11 deficit.
The second game the Panthers
came up with 19 kills against St.
Loli.is's 15 and began a rally for the
win on an ace by senior setter Kara
Harper. This tied the score at 12-12.
Eastern lost the serve and Billiken
middle hitter Julie Tretten returned
the the favor with another ace to pull
St. Louis team ahead.
A kill by Sommer brought the ball
back and a final kill sealed the game
for a 15-13 win.
The final Panther rally occurred in
the fourth game, where the players
JOHN BATES/Staff photographer
knew they had to come back in order Lady Panther senior outside hitter Lindsey Celba serves the ball in
to win the match.
their
match Tuesday night against St. Louis.

home

Panther rookie kicks way to recognition
After only two games with the Panthers,
redshirt freshman John Fowle is making his
presence known as he has been named the
Ohio Valley Conference Special Teams Player
of the Week.
"I think as a first year player, that's pretty
cool,". Fowle said. "Overall, I kicked pretty
well (on Saturday).
"I had a couple of short kicks and I want to
eliminate that"
Against Tennessee-Martin, Fowle got off
six punts, for an average of 43.5 yards - two
of the punts were over 50, one of them being a
54-yard shot. But Fowle said the wind should
also get some of the credit for his two 50-plus
punts. It was at
back and gave the kicks a
little extra distance.

his

"Hopefully if I get a kick off like that, I will
get 42, 45 or 50 yards off it (without the
wind)," Fowle said.
His season average
now stands at 42.6 yards
per punt, putting him in
second place in the OVC,
behind Justin Terrill of
Southeast Missouri State.
Terrill averages 43.2
yards per kick.
"The way I kicked
1-AA football
Saturday
reassures me
notebook
that the first game wasn't
a fluke," Fowle said.
"Hopefully it will continue for the rest of the
season."

Nice try:
In the game. between Tennessee Tech and
Chattanooga over the weekend, Tech's defense
did all it could to help its struggling offense
that could only put 10 points on the board.
The Golden Eagle defense held Chattanooga
to 158 total yards, but it wasn't enough as
Chattanooga pulled out the win, 13-10.
Tech saw three defenders hit the double
digit mark in tackles - linebacker Sammy
Sanders made 15 tackles while safety Josh
Symonette contributed 12. But the star performance came from sophomore defensive end
Branon Vaughn ·as he made 10 tackles, five of
them for loss, along with three sacks. The performance earned Vaugha OVC Defensive
See FOOTBALL page 11

A day in the life of a Panther cheerleader
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Most people go to an Eastern
football game to support the team
and do not pay much attention to
anything else. ~OWff fans d:oQ.).
pay attention at
However, a group of 16 people
try to prevent boredom during the
game. Those people would be the
cheerleaders.
The squad practices for two
hours every weekday, a game on
the weekend and a four-hour
practice on Sunday.
"We work on the stuff we do on
the sidelines - mounts, individual
partner_settings and basket tosses," cheer captain Mike Bruce
said.
Not only do they cheer at the
home games, but also travel with
the team.
Bruce said the away games are
exciting to cheer at, especially the
playoff game against Northern
Iowa last year.
"It's something new and

an.

See CHEER page JO

SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor
The Eastern cheerleading core does their best to keep the crowd in the game during the Panthers' 42-6 romp over
Tennessee-Martin 5aturday at O'Brien Stadium.

Eastern
fills one
coaching
vacancy
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
Panther Athletic Director
Richard McDuffie announced
the hiring of assistant softball
coach Lisa Melz on Tuesday.
Melz comes to Eastern after
serving as the head softball
coach at Division III Albion
College the past two years. At
Albion she also was an assistant
volleyball coacli as well as assis-

tint basketbW c~ticft

''We're happy we finally got a
coach," sophomore Adrienne
Noll said. "Without her we
couldn't play and couldn't have
a fall season."
With the hiring of Melz, one
piece of the coaching puzzle is
now completed - the search is
still on for a head softball coach
and a men's and women's head
tennis coach.
However, Melz will take on
the head coaching responsibilities until the head coac~~ StJ9t
vatatetl 1:19 5te~tiilill~ P8t 8<>~~
the summer can be filled.
"It's going to be difficult to
have to adjust to this coach and
then a head coach wheri we get
one:· Noll said.
The big question, though, is
when will the Lady Panther softball team get a head ·coach.
"Hopefully, by the end of the
month, at least the process will
be completed," McDuffie said.
''The interview process takes a
long time."
Associate Athletic Director
Deb Polca •sfild ~plbXimately 40
applicatiohs
been -ttifnecI in
for the softball head coaching
job since it was vacated in early

have

June.
"It's an ongoing search and a
.continuing search:' Polca said.
"We've been interviewing all
along and narmwing the search."
However, she does not have a
good idea on how long the
search will take, because they
are "looking for the right person."
"Right now, I.haven't put a
time frame on it because there is
an assistant in place and the program is running," she said.
Eastern is currently running
ads in the NCAA News for both
the tennis and softball head
coaching jobs.
McDuffie is unsure what kind
of long term effect a lack of a
permanent head coach can have
on the teams.
'"That's difficult to gauge;' he
said. "Both teams have assistant
coaches working with them now.
"But obviously without a head
coach, there's (something lost).
"We don't have an acceptable
candidate yet and we will continue to search until we do," he
said. "Personell decisions are the
most important ones we will

make."

